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Customer Reviews

Good for preparing USMLE CK. The questions are a little bit shorter and easier than those of UW. So it looks quite inappropriate to prepare the exam. BUT!! As you know, studying with computer makes you do lots of worthless things - web surfing!!!. So it’s better to read more B-grade questions than to read less A-grade questions. So I recommend this for medical students.

Great book, good review for the shelf. Except I am fairly confident that it is missing question #422,
which just appears not to exist. That is OK. The other 499 questions are awesome!

This book is well written, concise and is and absolutely fabulous resource for assessing and improving knowledge obstetrics and gynecology.

Most of the questions were great, others were overly detailed/not relevant. Overall a great resource I would recommend for shelf prep.

Arrived as described.
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